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Neiman Marcus: report
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By JEN KING

Sixty-two percent of ultra-high-net-worth Americans live in close proximity to department
store chain Neiman Marcus, according to a new report from Wealth-X.

The “Neiman Marcus Ultra-High-Net-Worth Individual Breakdown” study  finds that the
retailer chooses its locations based on where affluent consumers reside. This insight will
be useful for luxury retailers expanding into different markets through bricks-and-mortar
locations.

“The Neiman Marcus study confirmed that the brand’s retail footprint is aligned with
clusters of wealth,” said David Friedman, president of wealth intelligence firm Wealth-X,
New York. “Neiman Marcus' position for success is based on the up-growth of the ultra-
wealthy.

"Overall, this says that we’re going back to brick-and-mortar stores because the upper
wealthy want a more physical experience," he said. "The key drive for luxury brands is to
use digital to drive traffic to brick-and-mortar locations.

“Brand equity is created from a physical standpoint rather than just social media.”

The Neiman Marcus Ultra-High-Net-Worth Individual Breakdown study measured the data
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of 37,900 consumers living in 27 cities in 19 states. The information was curated from
Wealth-X’s database of affluent consumers profiles based off market research of specific
individuals.

The study examined ultra-affluent populations of Texas, where Neiman Marcus has its
headquarters, and the top affluent states in the country, California, New York and Florida.

Map of luxury
The Wealth-X study discovered that Neiman Marcus is located in most affluent
neighborhoods in the United States. The retailer has 41 stores in 19 states and 27 different
cities, all of which cater to 62 percent of the U.S.’ ultra-high-net-worth population.

 

Wealth-X's infographic for the Neiman Marcus study

The 19 states where Neiman Marcus is located accounts for more than 75 percent of the
ultra-affluent consumers in the U.S.

The study first examined Neiman Marcus’s hometown, Dallas. In Dallas, there are four
locations to cater to a population of 2,020 ultra-affluent consumers. Throughout Texas,
there are seven Neiman Marcus retailers located in Austin, San Antonio and Houston.

In total, 5,785 of Texas residents are ultra-affluent individuals.

California, which is the wealthiest state in the U.S., has nearly 10,000 ultra-affluent
residents living near Neiman Marcus’s seven locations in and near Los Angeles, San
Diego and San Francisco.
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Neiman Marcus on Stockton Street in San Francisco

San Francisco is home to the largest Neiman Marcus in the country on Stockton Street.
The location is 251,000 square feet.

New York state is the second wealthiest state with a ultra-high-net-worth population of
7,580 consumers. Neiman Marcus has one location in Westchester and owns New York
department store Bergdorf Goodman.

Florida rounds out the study with 2,830 ultra-affluent consumers living in six key cities.
Neiman Marcus has locations in those six cities and two locations in Miami.

Luxury retailers will be able to garner increased brand exposure and generate lucrative
sales by being in the ideal locale and nearby their competitors.

Location is key

When a luxury brand looking to expand into new markets, being aware of the area
demographics makes scouting a location easier. Whether the brand is opening a new
boutique or selecting a single boutique to carry a limited release item, knowing where
affluent consumers reside or frequent is key.

For example, Swiss watchmaker Hublot is catering to a concentrated group of Ferrari
owners with its new Big Bang Ferrari watch available exclusively at the Hublot Boutique
Beverly Hills, CA.

Isolating the watch to a single location and grafting many Ferrari references onto it adds
extra layers of exclusivity that may spur consumers to make the purchase. Partnerships
such as this create occasions for unveiling new watches, since a new watch can
accompany vehicles designed or events coordinated by the other party (see story).

In addition, Italian fashion house Gucci is opening two new boutiques in different
terminals within the Charles de Gaulle Airport in Paris to target travelers with time for
shopping.

Both boutiques will focus on accessories and handbags instead of ready-to-wear pieces
due to the limited time travelers will have to spend in duty-free shops and carry-on
luggage space limits. Having two focused boutiques will help increase brand exposure,
and a lesser price point is likely to create new brand enthusiasts (see story).
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Bricks-and-mortar locations are increasingly important as digital and social media drives
traffic back to stores to cater to affluent consumers looking for a more personal shopping
experience in a physical location.

“The core aspect is the idea of leveraging social and digital to drive traffic to a physical
location," Mr. Friedman said.

“This is especially true for high-point luxury goods," he said. "Brands want to control the
experience a client has and can achieve this by understanding their existing and future
clients’ passions, hobbies and interests.

“It is  likely that in four to five years we’ll see a retrenchment and overhaul of the brick-and-
mortar status through the use of bespoke marketing strategies that will help brands
understand the deeper passions of their clients.”

Final Take
Jen King, editorial assistant for Luxury Daily, New York
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